2022

MISSION:
INSPIRING PLAYERS, TEAMS AND FANS TO
GET OUT AND ENJOY THE FRESH AIR, KEEP
ACTIVE AND BUILD GREAT FRIENDSHIPS
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DUFFLE

VARSITY

DUFFLE BAG

Top-Selling
Tee Gift
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3

DUFFLE

VARSITY

DF209 – BLACK/ORANGE

DF211 – PURPLE/BLACK

DUFFLE BAG

New Colours
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DF212– MINT/BLACK

BACKPACK

VARSITY

BP116– HEATHER CYAN/PURPLE

8 Gauge plastic
outerwear zippers
Materials: Jones Nylon
Mesh water bottle
sleeve
Single front pocket
Laptop sleeve inside
main compartment
Adjustable straps for a
custom fit.

A modern take on the traditional-look backpack, the updated Varsity Backpack brings fresh
colors and clean lines to your classic pack. Unzip the accented top zipper to expose a laptop sleeve
and ample storage to stash your daily essentials. The quilted back padding and plush shoulder straps
ensure a comfy carry when the pack is loaded down. Grab your easy access items from the front
storage pocket, and stash you water bottle in the improved side mesh sleeve. Our Game Travels™
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BP116– HEATHER CYAN/PURPLE

BP115 – HEATHER NAVY/ROYAL

BP113 – HEATHER KHAKI/NAVY

BP114 – HEATHER CHARCOAL/RED

BP111 – HEATHER NAVY/BLACK

BP109 – HEATHER GREY/BLACK
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ORIGINAL
New Colour
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GJ136 CHARCOAL

GJ103 NAVY

GJ105 GREEN

GJ101 BLACK

GJ104 RED

ORIGINAL
8

Adding extra style to your game, the Special Edition
is a leather-look version of the Original Jones carry
bag. The classic unstructured body and single strap
maintains the traditional Jones design while the
black accents bring in additional style to the bag.
The leather-look vinyl allows for easy cleaning and,
better than leather, won’t soak up the morning dew
during your early weekend rounds. Keep it simple.
#Play Jones.
Grey Lancer
GJ131

Navy Nighthawk
GJ130

ORIGINAL
Commemorative
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TRAILBLAZER

GJ133
TRAILBLAZER

This is the golf bag that started it all in 1971 and has become one of the most iconic bags in the game. Adding extra style to your game, this Special Limited Edition
is launched to recognize over half a century since the Original Jones carry bag first came on the scene in Canada and disrupted the market. The classic
unstructured body and single strap maintains the traditional Jones design while the matte black trimmings in Jones Vinyl bring additional style to this iconic bag. At
only 3.15 lbs, the TRAILBLAZER in all black 1260 ballistic nylon is one of the lightest carry bags on the market. Plus, the Original's timeless design remains perfectly
balanced whether carried in the traditional forward position or in its iconic reverse position. The ultra-comfortable single strap and unstructured body pay homage
to keeping golf simple, while three pockets provide plenty of room for your playing necessities. In addition, the TRAILBLAZER features special trimmings, like black
metal rivets and hardware, and Jones iconic twisted handle in distinctive Canadian red. Now, over fifty years later, Jones is disrupting the market again as walking
golfers across Canada and around the world are rediscovering the greatness of a Jones Original, and now with arguably one of the best looking models Jones has
ever launched. This special edition is one you won't want to miss out on, while supplies last. Keep it simple and #PLAYJONES.

ORIGINAL
New for 2022
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Hardwood Series

GJ138
MAVERICK

GJ137
CELTIC

GJ139
SPUR

The Hardwood Series adds new style to the Jones Original line-up. Featuring special black metal rivets and hardware,
with Jones iconic twisted handle in distinctive white, the Hardwood Series is built to perform. Plus, the matte black
trimmings bring additional style to this iconic bag. At only 3.15 lbs, the Hardwood Series in 1260 ballistic nylon is one of
the lightest carry bags on the market. Plus, the Original's timeless design remains perfectly balanced whether carried in
the traditional forward position or in its iconic reverse position. The ultra-comfortable single strap and unstructured
body pay homage to keeping golf simple, while three pockets provide plenty of room for your playing necessities .

ORIGINAL
PATRIOT

GJ108
PATRIOT

Adding extra style to your game, this Special Edition is only 3.15 lbs and is one of the lightest carry bags on the market. The
Original's timeless design remains perfectly balanced whether carried in the traditional forward position or in its iconic
reverse position. The ultra-comfortable single strap and unstructured body pay homage to keeping golf simple, while three
pockets provide plenty of room for your playing necessities. This special edition is one you won't want to miss out on, only
available while supplies last. Keep it simple and #PLAYJONES.
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SERIES

PLAYERS

SERIES

PLAYERS

PS#001 – ALL BLACK

The Players Series bag embodies those who prefer to experience the course on foot.
With minimal and understated aesthetics, its equipped with everything you need in a
golf bag and nothing you don’t. Three pockets provide ample storage for enough
necessities, while the mesh beverage sleeve and interior phone compartment keep
all of your supplies securely within reach. Step up your style by simplifying your bag
with Jones Players Series.
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PS#003 – NAVY W/ BROWN TIES
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SERIES
Heathered Nylon

PLAYERS

100% RECYCLED MATERIALS

SERIES

PLAYERS

PS201 – SONOMA
RIPSTOP NYLON

New for 2022

15

15

SERIES

PLAYERS

PS202 – BLACK TONAL
EMBOSSED CAMO
900D

New for 2022

16

16

100% RECYCLED MATERIALS

COOLER | SHAG BAG | LUNCH TOTE

RANGER

Perfect Practice

New for 2022
RB137 – BLACK TONAL
EMBOSSED CAMO
900D

18
18

SONOMA
RIPSTOP RB131

STAND / CART BAG

CLASSIC

with
8 Front-access
Pockets

Velour
Top

Custom
Decorate
Both Sides

Mirrored
Pockets

Mirrored
Pockets

Only 5 lbs

The Jones Classic Stand/Cart bag is the best of both worlds in a stand bag
and cart bag. At only 5lbs, this bag is an evolution of the classic stand
bag that became an instant icon in the 80’s and 90’s. With symmetrical
pocket design, all pockets are equally accessible from the front of the
bag when on a cart. Eight pockets provide ample storage for your midround supplies, and the super-comfortable Jones carry strap allows for
versatility of carrying on either the left or right shoulder. Its fully
integrated stand mechanism means the bag bottom won't get caught
when positioning on a power cart or pull cart, and the iconic twist handle
and bottom grab handle make lifting from your trunk a breeze. Plus, the
plush velour top opening protects your performance shafts from
scratches and wear. The traditional Jones design combined with
modern, durable materials make this the perfect choice for any round,
whether walking or riding on a cart. Available in 5 stylish colours.

GREEN
CS105

Integrated Stand
Mechanism

5 Colour Options

BLACK
CS101

GREY
CS102

NAVY
CS103

GREEN
CS105

WHITE
CS106

19

BACKPACK

CLASSIC

Road Trip

FOREST GREEN
BPG105

A timeless backpack
design that looks the
part carrying your daily
essentials throughout the
day.
Including
your
laptop, note pad, pens,
power cord, thumb
drives and other gear
that allows you to plug
into the world. Pack a
Jones and enjoy your
walk. Classic design made
for daily essentials.

Back for 2022

CLASSIC BLACK
BP101

20
20

Materials: Jones Nylon.
Single front pocket.
Adjustable straps for a
custom fit. Jones woven
label on front right.

COOLER | SHAG BAG | LUNCH TOTE

RANGER

Ice Cold Practice

Holds 6 dozen golf balls, 24 hockey pucks,
6 beverage cans with ice, or lunch for two

Top-Selling
Tee Gift

21
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COOLER | SHAG BAG | LUNCH TOTE

RANGER

RANGER

SHAG BAG / COOLER / LUNCH TOTE

BLK/WHT
RB101

GRY TWILL
RB121

GRY/WHT
RB102

GRY/WHT
RB102

GRN/WHT
RB105

Top-Selling
Tee Gift

NVY/WHT
RB103

Put in the hours at the chipping green with the Jones Ranger shag
bag that comfortably holds 6 dozen practice balls. In the offseason, shag pucks to the rink for on-ice practice. When you’re
not toting golf balls or shagging pucks, toss in 6 cold ones with ice
as the ideal companion for a trip to the beach or any venture
beyond the fairway.
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BLK/BLK
RB116

BLK/BLK
RB116

NVY/WHT
RB103

Holds 6 dozen golf balls, 24 hockey pucks,
6 beverage cans with ice, or lunch for two

SHOE BAG

CLASSIC

CLASSIC SHOE BAG
The most premium shoe bag on the market. Transport your shoes
in style with Jones Classic Shoe Bag, including the new heathered
colors. With minimal and understated aesthetics, Jones Classic
Shoe Bag provides everything you need and nothing you don’t.
Utilize the large pocket for your kicks and the small velour-lined
pocket for storing valuables or extra socks. The signature Jones
twisted handle makes for an easy grab-and-go when you're on
the run. So, grab your kicks and hit the road...
The course is calling.

GRN/WHT
SB105

Top-Selling
Tee Gift
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RED/WHT
SB104

WHT/WHT
SB106

GRY/WHT
SB102

BLK/WHT
SB101

BLK/BLK
SB114

BLK/BLK
SB114

NVY/WHT
SB103

CHR/WHT
SB116

New Colour
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SERIES

UTILITY

with cooler pouch

ROVER

UTILITY

Grey
Herringbone
UTR104

Navy
Herringbone
UTR105

25

with cooler pouch

ROVER

UTILITY
26

The Utility Rover bag is designed
to combine the simplicity of the
popular Players Series carry bag
with the innovative aspects of the
utility series bags. Choose to carry
with the iconic Jones single strap
or the Utility Series double strap,
the bag’s carrying options offer
comfort when trekking the course

Navy
Herringbone
UTR105

with cooler pouch

ROVER

UTILITY
27

With 7 total pockets, it truly embodies the Utility Series. Store
extra layers of clothing in the large belly pocket, keep you midround beverage cold in the insulated quick-draw pocket, and
secure valuables in the expandable zipper pouch. The velcro
patch allows quick access to and air-drying of your glove. Clip
your range finder case on the heavy duty D-rings, and toss your
Bluetooth speaker into the mesh sleeve. At only 3.2lbs, the Rover
carry bag will keep you fresh for another 18.

Grey
Herringbone
UTR104

28
Seafoam
Herringbone
UTR106

with cooler pouch

ROVER

UTILITY

COOLER | SHAG BAG | LUNCH TOTE

RANGER

SHAG | COOLER | LUNCH TOTE
Grey
Herringbone
RB125

Navy
Herringbone
RB124

Qty’s Limited
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Seafoam
Herringbone
RB126

100% RECYCLED MATERIALS

ROVER

UTILITY

UTR107 CRÈME
RIPSTOP NYLON

New for 2022
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100% RECYCLED MATERIALS

ROVER

UTILITY

UTR108
CLAY GREEN
RIPSTOP NYLON

New for 2022
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SERIES 1.0

UTILITY

Inspired by the Pacific Northwest and designed for ultimate
versatility, the Utility Stand Bag’s construction is aimed at the
modern golfer. Water-resistance nylon and rugged styling
create the perfect hybrid between simplicity and
convenience. The quick-draw cinch closure on the top pocket
makes for easy access to a range finder or a second ball for
the much needed mulligan. Have your rain gear handy in the
amply spaced apparel pocket.

NAVY/WHT
UT122

The Utility Series can be carried using the traditional single
method, perfect for around the green or to the next tee
box. The second strap, providing the cushion and comfort
expected from Jones, is there when you need it, helping
you conquer undulating dunes or keeping you fresh for
another 18. "Quick Draw" drawstring pocket keeping mid
round essentials at the ready. Angled front pocket for easy
access on the move. Classic 7.75” / 3 way divider. Pockets:
6 (2) front (3) right side (1) left side. Weight: 5 lbs.
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SLATE/RED
UT102

with cooler pocket

2.0

TROUPER

INSPIRED BY
THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
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with cooler pocket

2.0

TROUPER

OLIVE W LIGHT PINK HANDLE UT209

BLACK UT201

SAND UT203

FOREST GREEN UT211

Qty’s Limited
GRY TWILL W PINK HANDLE UT208

34

The Jones Utility Trouper is a truly versatile
golf bag. Larger yet lighter, the Trouper
design provides full functionality, yet stays
consistent with the simplicity for which
Jones is known. A large 5-way top with an
easy-grab handle makes for effortless
handling and lifting. Dual-option shoulder
straps can be quickly converted from
Double to Single, and the added lumbar
cushion enhance comfort to keep you fresh
for another 18.

MID-TOWN GREY UT210

NAVY TWILL UT202

STONE UT207

34

BP203 MIDTOWN GREY w Pink

A1 BACKPACK

A-1

BACKPACK

New

Qty’s Limited

35
35

A1

BP201 BLACK

BP203 MIDTOWN GREY w Pink

BP205 OLIVE w Pink

Designed for the professional to keep you ahead of
the game, the new A1 Backpack will keep you
organized on the go. The padded laptop sleeve
protects your mobile office, while the mesh pocket
in the large main compartment keeps your
accessories in check. Utilize the two front pockets for
quick grab items and either of the side mesh sleeves
for your water bottle. The padded shoulder straps
and cushioned back support ensure a comfortable
carry when it’s loaded with your daily necessities.

BP204 NAVY
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2.0-R

TROUPER

100% RECYCLED MATERIALS

NAVY
RIPSTOP UT216

SONOMA
RIPSTOP UT217

New for 2022
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CLAY GREEN
RIPSTOP UT215

MOON GREY
RIPSTOP UT218

FOREST GREEN
RIPSTOP UT220

100% RECYCLED MATERIALS

2.0-R

TROUPER

BLACK
RIPSTOP UT221

CHARCOAL SIENNA
RIPSTOP UT222

SIENNA
RIPSTOP UT214

New for 2022
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CHARCOAL
RIPSTOP UT219

CRÈME
RIPSTOP UT213

OLIVE
RIPSTOP UT223
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New for 2022

SIENNA
RIPSTOP BP403
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100% RECYCLED MATERIALS

BACKPACK

A-2

BACKPACK

A-2

100% RECYCLED MATERIALS

MOON GREY
RIPSTOP BP407

CLAY GREEN
RIPSTOP BP402

NAVY
RIPSTOP BP406

CRÈME
RIPSTOP BP401

BLACK
RIPSTOP BP404

CHARCOAL
RIPSTOP BP408

SIENNA
RIPSTOP BP403

SONOMA
RIPSTOP BP405

OLIVE
RIPSTOP BP409

New for 2022
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100% RECYCLED MATERIALS

COOLER | SHAG BAG | LUNCH TOTE

RANGER

MOON GREY
RIPSTOP RB132

CRÈME
RIPSTOP RB127

Top-Selling
Tee Gift
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CLAY GREEN
RIPSTOP RB129

NAVY
RIPSTOP RB130

BLACK
RIPSTOP RB135

CHARCOAL
RIPSTOP RB133

FOREST GREEN
RIPSTOP RB134
SIENNA
RIPSTOP RB128

SONOMA
RIPSTOP RB217

OLIVE
RIPSTOP RB136

45
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with cooler pocket

TROUPER

UTILITY

Qty’s Limited
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Heather Olive
UTSD101

Heather Charcoal
UTSD102

Heather Orange
UTSD103

Heather Blue
UTSD104
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with hide-away backpack straps

DUFFLE

MINI-TOUR

NAVY TARPAULIN
DF303

New for 2022

48

The new Jones Mini Tour duffle in full tarpaulin provides the capacity you need when you're on the mini tour grind.
With ample room for a weeks-plus of clothing, the duffle is fitted with hide-a-way backpack straps to handle a heavy
load. The barrel-end compartment keeps your shoe's grime separated from your clothes. Use the side zipper pocket
for quick access items and the barrel-end handles for a quick grab and go. Utilize the heavy duty D-rings for clip-on
accessories for additional versatility. Dimensions: 23'x12'x12’. Material: Tarpaulin

with hide-away backpack straps

DUFFLE

MINI-TOUR

YELLOW – GOLF + FIELD
DF301

New for 2022
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LA CRÈME
DF304

49

BACKPACK

FC SCOUT

New for 2022

50

YELLOW TARPAULIN
BP302

Designed to tackle the most rugged hike or urban commute, the Scout Backpack pack provides
the style and functionality to reflect your inner explorer. The large capacity will accommodate
extra layers for hiking or golf attire for a quick round after a day at the office. Protect your laptop
in the interior padded sleeve, and gain quick access by utilizing the exterior zipper during your
morning transit commute. The top flap pocket lined with fleece is designed to protect phone
screens and sunglasses. Take advantage of the pack's versatility with two side sleeves: one with
cinch-closure to secure your coffee flask, another with a clasped flap to protect extra camera
lenses. The Scout Backpack embraces your environment, whether it’s the PNW forest or an urban
50 Chest clasp
jungle. Dimensions: 15” (L) x 8” (W) x 19.5” (T). Materials: Jones Nylon, Tarpaulin.
for the trails. Luggage strap that secures the bag to your roller.

WHITE
TARPAULIN
BP303
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NAVY/BLACK
TARPAULIN
BP306

CRÈME/BLACK
TARPAULIN
BP307

OLIVE/CREME
TARPAULIN
BP305

GREY/YELLOW
TARPAULIN
BP304

YELLOW
TARPAULIN
BP302

with Tarpaulin Lining

XL TOILETRIES CASE

DOPP KIT

The traditional-look Co-Pilot Dopp kit is constructed with modern
materials to provide both timeless style and durable quality. With
generous capacity, this overnight bag is the perfect companion to
accommodate any travel toiletry need. The seamless waterproof
tarpaulin interior makes for simple clean-up of leaky face scrubs
and sunscreen bottles, while the side pocket encloses your quick
access needs. Pair with the Mini-Tour Duffle, the Co-Pilot Traveler
or the Weekender Duffle to be ready for your next road trip.

GREY
DK203

NAVY/BLACK
DK209

Top-Selling
Tee Gift
YELLOW/BLACK
DK205

CRÈME/BLACK
DK202

CHARCOAL/BLACK
DK207

PURPLE/BLACK
DK210

ROYAL/NAVY
DK208

New Colours
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DARK GREEN
DK204

YELLOW/BLACK
DK205

DK103
Heather Olive

Qty’s Limited

DK102
Heather Brown
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Heathered with Tarpaulin Lining

XL TOILETRIES CASE

DOPP KIT

TRAVELER BAG

CO-PILOT

The Co-Pilot Traveler is the perfect bag for the
last-minute business meeting or golf outing that
takes you out of town. The large pocket holds
about two days of attire while the padded sleeve
protects your laptop. Utilize the interior zipper to
create separation of extra files or dirty socks. The
exterior pocket allows for easy access to your
boarding pass or phone charger. Soft leather
handles are perfect to quickly grab and toss into a
Cessna for an impromptu getaway. Dimensions:
18” (L) x 8” (W) x 13” (T). Materials: Nylon,
Polyester, Vegan Leather. Exterior padded laptop
zipper sleeve. Travel sleeve to slip onto your
roller bag. Shoulder Strap included. 8 Gauge coil
zippers.

Heather Grey
PB104

Qty’s Limited

CO-PILOT TRAVELER BAG
Heather Navy. PB101
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CO-PILOT DOPP KIT
Heather Navy. DK101
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UTILITY COOLER

Your go to cooler for the golf course or the quick family trip to the
park. This padded, structured cooler will keep your beverages and
snacks icy cold, and it won’t leak in your car with its waterproof zipper.
Load it up, and utilize the new shoulder strap for an easier carry and
for keeping both hands free. The new interior mesh pocket is a great
place to stash your koozies and a bottle opener. Fill this cooler with
your necessities for sports games or family outings, and grab the
signature Jones twisted handle on your way out the door.

A1 BACKPACK

•Materials: 1260 Nylon, Jones Vinyl, Insulated Liner
•16"Tall x 9" Wide
•Comfortably fits 12 cold beverages
•Weight: 3.5 lbs
•Adjustable shoulder strap for an easier haul
•Zippered mesh pocket for koozie and opener storage

CHARCOAL
UTC101

CHARCOAL
UTC101
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BROWN
UTC205

NAVY
UTC104

FOREST GREEN
UTC102

WINE PORTER

UTILITY COOLER

One inch taller than the Utility Cooler to
accommodate wine bottles and wrapped in black
tarpaulin for a fully waterproof cooler. Your go to
cooler for the golf course or the quick family trip to
the park. This padded, structured cooler will keep your
beverages and snacks icy cold, and it won’t leak in
your car with its waterproof zipper. Load it up, and
utilize the new shoulder strap for an easier carry and
for keeping both hands free. The new interior mesh
pocket is a great place to stash your koozies and a
bottle opener. Fill this cooler with your necessities for
sports games or family outings, and grab the signature
Jones twisted handle on your way out the door.

A1 BACKPACK

Includes 4-Way padded insert dividers for wine
bottles.
DETAILS
•Materials: Black Tarpaulin, Insulated Liner
•17"Tall x 9" Wide
•Comfortably fits 12 cold beverages
•Weight: 3.5 lbs
•Adjustable shoulder strap for an easier haul
•Zippered mesh pocket for koozie and opener storage
•1" taller to accommodate wine bottles

BLACK
UTC206

NAVY
UTC207
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BLACK
UTC206

DAYPACK

UTILITY
A1 BACKPACK

UTILITY DAYPACK

57

The Utility Daypack keeps it sleek and minimal. The slim
backpack design makes for the perfect bag for the wireless
computer with discerning fashion. Protect your laptop with
the padded interior sleeve and have quick access to your
tablet with either of the two exterior pockets with the
distinctive diagonal zippers. The interior keeps the style going
with custom Utility Icon liner.

57

Special Edition

DAYPACK

UTILITY
A1 BACKPACK

New for 2022

UTILITY DAYPACK
Tarpaulin

Added style, same performance, the FC Daypack 2.0 keeps it sleek
and minimal. The slim backpack design makes for the perfect bag
for the wireless commuter with discerning fashion. The matte
tarpaulin body adds style to the pack and provides
a durable, water-resistant shell to protect your gear from the
elements. Protect your laptop with the padded interior sleeve and
have quick access to your tablet with either of the two exterior
pockets with the distinctive diagonal zippers. The interior keeps
the style going with custom Utility Icon liner.

DETAILS
• Dimensions: 15” (L) x 8” (W) x 19.5” (T)
• Materials: Jones Tarpaulin
• Chest clasp for the trails
• Luggage strap that secures the bag to your roller
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58

Special Edition

DAYPACK

UTILITY
A1 BACKPACK
59

UTDP305 – NAVY TARPAULIN

59

The Utility Daypack keeps it sleek and minimal. The slim
backpack design makes for the perfect bag for the wireless
computer with discerning fashion. Protect your laptop with
the padded interior sleeve and have quick access to your
tablet with either of the two exterior pockets with the
distinctive diagonal zippers. The interior keeps the style going
with custom Utility Icon liner.
UTDP306 – GREY TARPAULIN

DUFFLE

WEEKENDER
A1 BACKPACK

The Jones Utility Weekender Duffle is the
ultimate travel bag for mid-week road-trips, or
weekend jaunts beyond the fairway. The fulllength zipper butterflies the bag to expose two
generous compartments. With 5 mesh pockets
inside, there is abundant storage, including a
cinch-close headwear pocket which doubles as a
laundry chute. The two exterior pockets provide
additional storage for quick access items.
Versatility comes with the option to carry the
bag with handle straps or the hide-away
backpack straps.

Multi-function:

Multi-compartments:

Duffle-carry

Headwear
or Laundry

Shoes or
Toiletries

or Back-pack

Clothes

BLK/GRY UTWB101

60

Top-Selling
Tee Gift
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62

PLAYERS TOWEL & RAIN HOOD COMBO

ALL-WEATHER
A1 BACKPACK

Top-Selling
Tee Gift
63

ALWAYS IN PLAY - RAIN OR SHINE
Whether it's a casual weekend round with friends or the final round of the
club championship, STORM TOWEL is built tough to perform under all
playing conditions. Use the plush 100% cotton terry towel inner side to
wipe grooves clean after you flush your approach into a tucked pin. Then
simply detach the marine-grade stainless-steel carabiner latch from your
bag and use STORM TOWEL to clean your ball as you stare down that testy
4-footer for bird.
When the skies threaten,
just flop STORM TOWEL
over the top of your bag
for instant protection for
your clubs from a sudden
down-pour or a steady allday rain, shielded by its
durable rip-stop nylon
shell with polyurethane
undercoating
for
maximum
water
resistance. No snaps or
zippers to fuss with, and
fully machine-washable.
Simple and easy.

USE WITH ANY GOLF BAG

BLK/WHT
ST101

PLAYERS TOWEL & RAIN HOOD COMBO

ALL-WEATHER
A1 BACKPACK

UV-Coated Triple Stitching
BLK/WHT
ST101

The

NATIONAL

Golf Club of Canada

Super-strong Marine-Grade
Stainless-Steel Components

GRY/WHT
ST102

WHT/WHT
ST106

RED/WHT
ST104

NVY/WHT
ST103
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OUTSTANDING
CORPORATE
MARKETING BILLBOARD

ST111
ALL BLACK
SPECIAL EDITION

65

66
by STORM TOWEL
66

ALL-WEATHER
ULTRA-LIGHT CUSTOM HEAD COVERS

A1 BACKPACK

Over 60% lighter
than leather
and synthetic
headcovers

LIGHT-WEIGHT

ALL WEATHER
CUSTOM HEADCOVERS

ONLY 69
grams

CUSTOM DECORATE
with flexible digital creative

by STORM TOWEL

WATER
RESISTANT

RED

NVY

WHT

GRY

BLK
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WATER-BLOCKING VALUABLES POUCH

ALL-WEATHER
A1 BACKPACK

68

Protect valuables
with the new

WATER-BLOCKING
Valuables Pouch for Golf
by STORM TOWEL

BLK/BLK
SP111

WHT/WHT
SP106

BLK/WHT
SP101

RED/WHT
SP104

NVY/WHT
SP103

GRY/WHT
SP102

CUSTOMIZATION

A1 BACKPACK

CUSTOM DECORATION
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IN-HOUSE CUSTOM DECORATION USING INDUSTRY
LEADING PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT & MATERIALS

EMBROIDERY

EMBROIDERY

EMBROIDERY

EMBROIDERY

EMBROIDERY OR
DIGITAL HEAT TRANSFER

EMBROIDERY

ORIGINAL

PRIMARY DECORATION POSITIONS
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PLAYERS
SERIES

EMBROIDERY

EMBROIDERY

LOGO

EMBROIDERY

EMBROIDERY

DECORATION LOCATIONS

EMBROIDERY

New for 2022

CLUB NAME

PLAYER NAME

TOWN, STATE

EMBROIDERY

EMBROIDERY

New for 2022
DECORATION LOCATIONS

GJ136 CHARCOAL
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UTILITY ROVER
with cooler pouch

EMBROIDERY

EMBROIDERY

PRIMARY DECORATION POSITIONS

DIGITAL HEAT TRANSFER

New for 2022

TOWN, STATE

PLAYER NAME

CLUB NAME

New for 2022
PRIMARY DECORATION POSITIONS
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UTILITY TROUPER 2.0

DIGITAL HEAT TRANSFER

DIGITAL
HEAT
TRANSFER

EMBROIDERY OR
DIGITAL HEAT
TRANSFER

EMBROIDERY OR
DIGITAL HEAT TRANSFER

with Cooler Pocket

PRIMARY DECORATION POSITIONS
73

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Hathway Stewart Enterprises Ltd.
E-mail:

info@hathway-stewart.com

Phone:

647-529-2297

WEBSITE:

www.hathway-stewart.com
74

